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Abstract

Biodiversity monitoring is an important tool to document rapid ecosystem changes and on-

going species loss by collecting high-resolution biodiversity data over long periods of time.

Large-scale  monitoring  provides  long-range  information  on  species  occurrence,

interactions, and migrations. In the German project "Automated Multisensor Stations for

Monitoring  of  BioDiversity"  (AMMOD,  https://ammod.de/),  field  stations  equipped  with

different sensors (e.g. acoustic sensors, camera traps, volatile organic compound sensors,

pollen and insect traps) are being developed that can be operated largely autonomously.

These stations provide continuous data on the occurrence of birds, bats, mammals, insects

and plants and associated environmental parameters. 

Besides the autonomous operation of the stations, a challenge is to master the different

requirements that the wide range of sensors bring with them (cf. Wägele et al. 2022). In

addition to the detection of fauna and flora by means of sounds, images, films and smells,

samples are also collected in malaise and pollen traps with automatically rotating multi

samplers.  The  mixed  samples  are  processed  in  the  laboratory  using  metabarcoding

methods  and  the  resulting  sequence  data  bioinformatically  processed  into  amplicon

sequence variants (ASV, Callahan et al. 2017). 
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Unlike data from acoustic sensors or camera traps, which can flow and be analyzed almost

entirely automatically,  metabarcoding requires a labor-intensive intermediate step in the

laboratories  at  the  University  of  Kassel  (pollen)  and  the  LIB  (insects).  In  addition,

metabarcoding requires good (preferably local) barcode reference databases, like Barcode

Of Life Data system (BOLD) and the German Barcode of Life library (GBOL); long-term

data  storage  for  raw  and  processed  data;  reliable  retrieval  of  ASV  sequences;  and

versioning of  supercharged data through dynamic assignment  during taxon annotation.

Here,  we  present  the  pipeline  for  acquisition,  intersection,  management,  storage  and

publication of data from metabarcoding derived from bulk insect and pollen samples. The

metabarcoding  data  pipeline  is  connected  to  the  overall  data  flow  developed  in  the

AMMOD project  (Wägele et  al.  2022,  Fig.  12)  and ultimately delivers processed taxon

tables with linked information to the raw sequences published, methods used and other

sources  of  information  to  the  upcoming  NFDI4Biodiversity  Research  Data  Commons

(RDC,  https://www.nfdi4biodiversity.org,  Glöckner  et  al.  2020)  using  the  AMMOD  data

broker.  Raw sequences  (i.e.,  FASTQ files,  sampling  and  laboratory  metadata)  will  be

stored and published the in the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration

(GenBank or ENA) using the data flows from the German Federation for Biological Data

(GFBio, https://gfbio.org) as proxy.

The three data sources for the AMMOD metabarcoding data pipeline are derived from the

multisampler  with  connected  malaise  or  spore  traps  plus  environmental  data  loggers.

Bioinformatic analysis and generation of ASVs is provided by the users, using their own

pipelines.  For  storage,  publication and transmission of  results  to  the NFDI4Biodiversity

RDC, an ASV table registry is provided along with the possibility of uploading log files,

laboratory protocols and collection tables.  In the ASV registry,  the uploaded tables are

taxonomically  annotated  through  the  connected  reference  databases  and  stored  as

versioned datasets. The processed and annotated datasets are transmitted to the AMMOD

broker in a standardized format as JSON datasets. 

Connection of the components: an identifier, which uniquely identifies the data from the

respective components of field stations and laboratories, is the prerequisite for the unique

assignment of data parts. This AMMOD ID consists of the project name, the case number,

the sensor  type,  a  time stamp with  the number  of  the sample and the bottle  or  plate

number. For example, the ID AMMOD-T1-M-R210511-B1 denotes a sample of the AMMOD

project from trap 1 of type Malaise dated May 11, 2021 from the first bottle. All bottles and

data entries from the laboratory, log files and subsequent processes are provided with such

an ID. 

The orchestra of different components was built under the aspect of sustainable software

development and compatibility  to existing systems such as the Leibniz Institute for  the

Analysis of Biodiversity Change (LIB) Biobank and the LIB Digital Collection Catalog. 

All  developed  software  is  published  at:  https://gitlab.leibniz-lib.de/AMMOD/ and  https://

gitlab.leibniz-lib.de/GBOL/asv-table-registry 
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The  portal  for  ASV  registration  and  upload  is  available  on:  https://bolgermany.de/

metabarcoding 
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